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ABSTRACT
The current work is part of the broadband visual research
program at the Institute for Information Technology (National
Research Council Canada). The research program is currently
focused on developing human-centered multimedia
technology to support large group visual communication and
collaboration. This paper outlines some conceptual
foundations for the development of a human-centered
multimedia research tool to capture interaction data, which
could be linked to users cognitive processing. The approach i s
based on the notion of multimedia interaction as content
enrichment and on cognitive modeling methodology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human information
processing.
H.5.3 [Group and Organization Interfaces]: Asynchronous
interaction, Collaborative computing, Synchronous
interaction.

General Terms
Measurement, Human Factors, Theory.

Keywords
Cognitive Modeling; Unified theories of cognition; User,
context, and task modeling in multimedia systems; Human
interaction modeling from multimedia.

1. INTRODUCTION
At no other time in human history we have had the computing
and communication capabilities currently in place t o
overcome time and space limits to human communication. In
addition, the digital nature of all information produced now
enables blending of separate media streams into new
representations and media augmentations. There are many
technological innovations that are still needed to allow
seamless interaction with multimedia. However, these
innovations have the best chance of finding broad
applications and user acceptation if they are developed with
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cultural awareness, enable integration of sensors and multiple
media, and offer access outside the desktop by a wide range of
users [1]. Human-centered multimedia development requires a
synergy between technological innovations and
understanding of human performance and learning
capabilities. Throughout the document, video and multimedia
will be used interchangeably, video being in itself some form
of multimedia presentation [2].
This paper has three main sections. The first section argues,
from an example that video production and analysis fall on a
continuum of sense-making activities with the purpose of
enhancing human communication through content
enrichment. The second section presents a case for a research
agenda on video enrichment that requires detailed models of
how machine or human annotations determine digital video
interaction patterns. Finally, the last section positions humancentered multimedia in the framework of unified theories of
cognition [3]. This framework offers an interesting theoretical
and methodological foundation for understanding how human
process multimedia information. It focuses on one of the
development area of human-centered multimedia, which is t o
understand how humans interact with multimedia from a
perceptual and cognitive perspective, and gain a better
understanding of how humans perceive and interpret multiple
modalities [1]. The paper concludes by situating the current
proposal in the larger context of the broadband visual research
program at the Institute for Information Technology (National
Research Council Canada).

2. MEDIA PRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS:
A CONTINUUM OF SENSE-MAKING
ACTIVITIES
The main human-centered activities in multimedia are
identified as media production, annotation, organization,
archival, retrieval, sharing, analysis, and communication [4].
One could look at these as separated but related activities.
However, when the lifecycle of a video document is the focus
of attention, the basic distinction between media production
and media analysis tends to blur, as the media analysis can
produce additional media to be blended with the original
media, such as index information included as text captions,
resulting into a new media composition subjected to further
interpretation and analysis. This interpretation process i s
similar to the semiosis process defined by Peirce, where the
interpretant of a sign is another sign for the same object [5, 6].
Looking at the continuum of multimedia production and
analysis from this perspective, one is draw to the position that
the multimedia lifecycle is a continuum of sense making
activities mediated by multimedia interpretation generated b y

humans and by machines. Human enrichments include content
expert analysis and user annotations, and machine
enrichments include automatic generation of metadata [7],
summaries [8], multimodal annotations [9, 10], and visual
abstractions [11]. These machine enhancements are certainly at
the core of a human-centered multimedia strategy in a
multimedia rich environment [7].
The Figure 1 presents the different moment in the life cycle of
video production where annotations can be added to an audiovisual document. This Figure represents a good abstraction of
the type of multimedia application that we have pursued at the
National Research Council Canada to support human-tohuman visual communication in broadband networks. The
figure is divided in three sections, representing the main
components of a video, from video capture to multimedia
distribution going through video production and video assets
management. The left part of the figure represents some key
steps involved in a video life cycle. The right part of the figure
shows the main video annotation processes and components
that can be added to the key steps of video production for
enhancing audio-visual documents with annotations. The
boxes in purple represent processes performed by humans,
while the boxes in green represent processes performed b y
machines.

Adding annotation during video capture is not an easy task for
humans. The inherent complexity of learning situations, being
a piano lesson or pedagogical situations, often requires the
presence of multiple cameras [12, 13], and the rich content of
learning situations limit the capability of a human operator t o
annotate all relevant events that are happening in real time.
However, some signal processing algorithms can be applied t o
extract some relevant features of the situations.
One application for adding annotations in real time is t o
associate the MIDI messages that are transmitted by a
keyboard to a video of the piano playing events that is being
recorded. This application could record both the video i n
MPEG4 [14], as well as MIDI [15, 16] messages in real-time,
and automatically associates, without human intervention,
every MIDI event to a video frame. Such an application would
be useful for annotating or indexing a video from its related
MIDI content. The video could then be searched by using MIDI
sequences or played with the corresponding MIDI messages
sent to a keyboard.
The production of annotations and metadata is an essential
element for managing video assets [7]. The intention of
metadata schemas such as Dublin Core [17] or IEEE LOM [18]
is to provide a common framework for applications to share
metadata representations for information reuse and
interoperability. Even though metadata schemas are central t o
asset management applications, they are sometimes too
general to capture the specificity of a particular domain like
piano pedagogy. At the NRC we have developed an application
to capture expert knowledge as part of the video edition
process. During the video production phase, an expert can add
labels to video segments in order to capture semantic elements
that automatic machine techniques cannot yet provide. The
results of this analysis are stored in edition lists that are
processes in a batch mode to generate multimedia documents
encoded in SMIL [19]. The Piano Pedagogy research laboratory
at the University of Ottawa in collaboration with the NRC i s
currently developing a set of annotation tags specific to the
piano pedagogy [20]. The application has been also applied t o
the domain of violin in collaboration with the National Art
Center (Canada) with an interface in four languages: English,
Chinese, Japanese, and French.
After metadata and different annotation sets have been
associated to an audio-visual document, there is still a
potential to add annotations at the stage of multimedia
distribution. A Web interface to a video server can provide the
tools to allow piano students and instructors to discuss
content once the material has been published and is being
streamed. The Video Annotation Server [21, 22] is such an
application and offers to streaming video viewers the
possibility of adding free textual messages to a video or a set
of videos. This application has been used during two projects
involving many school boards across Canada. The first
project, LearnCanada (www.learncanada.ca) aimed at
supporting teacher professional development, while the focus
of the second one, MusicGrid (www.musicgrid.ca), was o n
supporting music programs using broadband technology [23].

Figure 1. Processes, audio-visual documents, and annotations
produced during video capture, video production, media management,
and multimedia distribution. Purple indicates human operations while
green indicates machine operations.

3. INSTRUMENTATION FOR
MULTIMEDIA INTERACTION RESEARCH
The previous section outlined the life cycle of multimedia
production and analysis as a continuous process of content

enrichment for the purpose of human-to-human
communication. To fulfill one objective of human-centered
multimedia development, technological innovations
supporting content enrichment have to be in synergy with a
proper understanding of human performance and learning
capabilities. There is a strong relation between media analysis
and interaction, and the ability to interact with multimedia i s
highly dependent on how a media is indexed [4], but also,
adequate indexing requires an understanding of the task
context and the human cognitive system. It appears that a
human-centered multimedia research agenda requires some
form of instrumentation to capture interaction data for the dual
purpose of evaluating the adequacy of technological
innovations, and modeling human cognitive [24] and social
processes [25, 26]. The following paragraphs present some
results of an empirical study aimed at evaluating the
usefulness of video browsing controls and video browsing
patterns using an enhanced media player (ReView)[27].
In addition to media indexing, navigation in time-based media
can also be achieved with VCR like controls. Digital video
creates the potential for several new browsing controls that
could not be implemented on VCRs (which play analogue
media), such as random access to video segments, looping,
segment preview by thumbnails [28, 29], slide bar, and other
indexing mechanisms supporting video browsing.
Nonetheless, VCR-like controls that enable quick and userfriendly browsing of multimedia content are desirable i n
digital video applications [30].
Previous research has indicated that the use of different media
player controls (like Fast Forward) depends strongly on the
content of the video [31]. In particular audio-centric videos
(classroom lectures, conference presentations) tend to reveal
uses of media browser controls supporting content indexing.
Video-centric content (sports, travel) makes the use of video
frame based navigation m o r e
relevant, while
narrative/entertainment-centric content (shows) does not
promote use of browsing functionality because the viewer’s
enjoinment is bound to the sequential and normal play speed
of the media.
We examined the use of media player controls by highly
skilled music students viewing one of their own ensemble
coaching lessons. Such lessons have both important audio
components (music played and verbal instructions), and video
components (musician movements and postures). Even if this
type of media content is focused on learning, it is certainly
different from audio-centric videos studied by Li [31], raising
the possibility that users would prefer different media player
controls.
ReView was developed for the Windows operating system
using Visual Basic. We equipped the player (see Figure 1) with
the usual VCR-type features: play, rewind, and fast-forward,
and volume and mute features. With a VCR, the different parts
of a tape must be accessed in sequence. In contrast, a digital
video format provides the potential to access any part of the
video in an instant. Like many other standard media players
(QuickTime Player, Windows Media, Real Player), ReView has
a playback head that can be dragged to move quickly from one
frame to any other (Figure 1, number 2). Like a computer
window’s scroll bar, the playback head provides a spatial
indication of the current video frame’s position in the video. A
small pop-up tool tip dialog box also showed the video’s time
index when the head was selected.

ReView was developed in consideration of both the video
browsing task, and as an aid to use video during instrument
practice. Accordingly, to help musicians use auditory signals
to recognize sections of the video more easily when browsing,
or identifying musical mistakes [32], we added a skip and play
function that preserve pitch and tempo (unlike the classic
rewind or fast forward). These added play back functions for
both the forward and backward buttons (after [31]) and in the
playback head. We also included features to create and save
segments of the video. Looping these segments continuously
was also made possible. Additional information about
ReView’s features is provided in the Figure 1 caption.
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Figure 1. The enhanced media player “ReView”. The viewer window
displays the video image. 2. The playback head can be clicked and
dragged to navigate through the video. 3, 4, and 5. The navigation
control panel. 3a. The skip-to-beginning button instantly sets the
playback head to the beginning of the video. 3b. The skip-to-end button
instantly sets the playback head to the end of the video. 4a. Rewind
plays backward through the video, at 4x the normal speed, playing
distorted sound. 4b. Fast Forward plays forward through the video, at
4x the normal speed, playing distorted sound. 5. SpeedPlay control
drop down menu (options: slowest, slow, normal, fast, and fastest). 6.
Video segment control panel. The ClipMark features allow users to
save video clips and replay them later. When a video clip is played, the
navigation features work in relation to that clip only. 6a. Clicking on
the record button starts or stops the recording of a video clip. As the
clip plays, it is saved. 6b. The clooping button allows users to loop video
clips. 6c. Video segment selection drop down menu, which allows users
to choose a named video clip to play. 7. The SkipNPlay features allow
the user to quickly skip through the video forward or backward by
increments of one, five, and 30 seconds, or, one and five minutes. 8.
Volume control and mute.

The content browsing analysis showed that the students spent
a disproportionate amount of their time reviewing their
performance, as opposed to reviewing video of the coach’s
instructions. This kind of information is essential i n
designing an indexing schema over the media, information
that would not available if the media player had not been
instrumented to collect media browsing behavior.
One goal of this study was to identify which controls should
be included in a media player to support video browsing. The

preferred control was the slide bar, which supports rapid
positioning of the play head as well as variable speed
browsing of video content. The data on control use i s
convergent with this result because the slide bar was the most
used media player control. These results suggest that only a
simple set of controls is required: pause, play, and the slide
bar. However, it is important to note that the students were
limited to a single viewing session of 25 minutes. Longer or
additional sessions may have revealed different control use
patterns. The empirical study of human-multimedia interaction
also revealed a series of possible enhancements such as score
annotation, and video zoom-in zoom-out, and remote control
by voice.
We intentionally designed ReView as a technological tool t o
support complex learning in ways that are closely related t o
the cognitive needs of the learner. As technological tools
become more sophisticated, refined, and targeted they can
push the boundaries imposed by general applications to more
specifically meet the cognitive needs of individual learners i n
particular domains. There remains great potential to develop
such customized technology to more effectively support
music learning.

4. INTERACTION FROM THE
BIOLOGICAL TO THE SOCIAL
Since the wide spread of Internet applications, such as web
browsers, email, and variations of immediate messaging, it has
become clear that Internet technologies provided more than an
access to a very large repository of information, where
behavior can be characterized as information foraging. Internet
technologies also support social gathering and relationship
building, and define new cultural artifacts shaping cultural
and social behavior [33]. Under the information foraging view
[34], Internet users are seen as “informavores” maximizing
gains of valuable information per unit cost associated to their
searching efforts in information ecologies. On the other hand,
looking at the Internet as a social phenomenon changes the
focus from information processing to social processes such as
communication and cooperation in communities of practice
[35]. From this perspective, the Internet has created a new
psychological space that is a fertile ground for social
relationships, roles, and a new sense of self [36].
The task of studying interactive human behavior i n
information and communication technology environments is a
complex one. In particular, it is difficult to create a suitable
formal model for cooperation because of the inherent
ambiguity and unpredictability of behavior in very opened
tasks, and the diversity of actors’ point of views [37, 38].
These difficulties are compounded when networked
collaborative environments force individuals to deal with user
interface problems and time delays affecting remote
collaboration. These technical and human factors problems
add a layer of complexity to an already overwhelming set of
social constructs [37, 38]. The complementary explorative
multilevel data analysis [39] and multi-faceted evaluation
factors [37] are good examples of the complexity levels
embedded in studying human cognition in Internet
environments.
To address the complexity problem, computer simulations are
increasingly argued to constitute an important method for
studying phenomena arising from organized complexity [40].
Simulations have been widely used in contemporary social

research [40]. Agent based simulation is ideally suited t o
exploration of the implications of non-linearity in systems
behavior and also lends itself to models that are readily
scalable in scope and levels. The approach is useful for
examining the relationship between micro-level behavior and
macro outcomes. Many social systems may be usefully
modeled with simple agents [41, 42]. These do, however,
impose limits on the range and scope of social behavior that
can be investigated particularly where human social systems
are the subject of research [43].
One of the most important aspects of social life and
intelligence is the diffusion of mental representations among
agents. According to Conte and Paolucci [44], a theory of
mental processes is necessary to understand and predict social
phenomena that involve mentally complex systems such as
humans. According to them, a theory of cultural transmission
should account not only for the outcomes of the process
(observable behaviors) but also for the process itself, and a
model of the process of cultural transmission implies a model
of the mental states involved in it.
The explicit specification of representations and processes
that operate and transform these representations is certainly a
strength of cognitive modeling research. Cognitive models are
computer programs implemented with the core resources of a
cognitive architecture. Cognitive models simulate human
performance on cognitive skills. These models have been
successfully applied in many domain areas such as perception
and attention [45], learning and memory [46-48], problem
solving and decision making [49, 50], language processing
[51, 52], syllogistic reasoning [53, 54], game playing [55],
fMRI [56], communication, negotiation, and group decisionmaking [57-59].
One of the central arguments of cognitive modeling is that
some of the large time scale phenomenon such as learning and
social interaction, which can take months and years, can be
viewed as emerging properties of cognitive systems at a much
smaller time scale (seconds and milliseconds). Anderson [60]
has argued that cognitive architectures can bridge 1 0
milliseconds effects, which reside in the biological band, and
significant learning outcomes (100 hours), which reside in the
social band. The other cognitive bands are the cognitive and
the rational, and fall between the two previous one [3, 60]. The
cognitive bands are reproduced in Table 1. The possibility that
a unified theory of cognition can cover all of these levels is a
significant contribution to the study of complex cognitive
systems.
The bridging argument [60] is based on three theses supported
by empirical data. They are the decomposition, the relevance,
and the modeling theses. The decomposition thesis states that
learning occurring at the social band can be reduced t o
learning occurring at lower bands. The relevance thesis states
that instructional outcomes at the social band can be improved
by paying attention to cognition at lower bands. And finally,
the modeling thesis states that cognitive modeling can solve
the technical barrier of tracing out the consequences of events
occurring at a fine-grain temporal structure. According t o
Anderson, there is good evidence for all the theses. The
decomposition thesis has strong support from the social to the
neurological band, but the relevance thesis weakens as we
move down to the sub-symbolic level, and the modeling thesis
needs to overcome some technical barriers below the unit task
level.

Table 1: Newell’s four bands of cognition.
Scale

Time units

1 07

Months

1 06

Weeks

System

Social

5

Days

4

Hours

Task

3

10 Minutes

Task

10

2

1 Minute

Task

1 01

10 Seconds

Unit Task

10

1 Second

Operations

1 0-1

100 Milliseconds

Deliberate act

1 0-2

10 Milliseconds

Neural circuit

1 0-3

1 Millisecond

Neuron

100 Microsecond

Organelle

10
10
10

0

-4

10

World

Rational

Cognitive

Biological

The decomposition, the relevance, and the modeling theses
need additional research to be supported. However, the
framework is promising, and relies on some solid cognitive
science foundations, and research on cognitive architecture
and cognitive modeling. A framework is a general concept for
understanding a domain, but it does not have predictive
power, whereas a theory is a precise system that embodies
specific framework level concepts and can be used to make
predictions [61, 62]. For example, the idea that cognition can
be understood using production rules (i.e., if/then rules) is a
framework level assumption, while specific implementations
of production rules to do so constitutes a theory. Cognitive
architectures, therefore, can be considered theories capable of
explaining complex cognitive behaviors. Models are the result
of applying a theory to a specific task or phenomenon t o
predict measures of performance such as processing time,
errors, learning rates and learning patterns.
Cognitive architectures are general in the sense that they claim
to be universally capable of modeling cognitive activity.
Cognitive architectures are relatively complete proposals
about the structure of human cognition. A cognitive
architecture provides the resources for developing models.
These resources take the form of a set of specifications
regarding the functional invariants [63] related to knowledge
representation, knowledge processing, memory, perception,
and motor actions. Some examples of cognitive architectures
are SOAR [3], ACT-R [62], EPIC [64], and CI [65]. Each of these
architectures has its strength and was initially developed with
some intended modeling purpose. ACT-R is mainly focused o n
problem solving and memory, SOAR on problem solving and
learning, EPIC on multiple task performance, and CI on text
comprehension. Bringing cognitive modeling into the realm
of human-centered multimedia is not a trivial task but the
methodological and computer simulation tools

technology to support large group visual communication and
collaboration. Applications such as virtual citizen town halls
and virtual classrooms have been designed with a combined
synchronous and asynchronous visual communication
environments to support large group collaboration (500-1000
people simultaneously). The research program fosters and
combines interdisciplinary research in the areas of
asynchronous and asynchronous communication, Web
services, augmented reality, and social analysis.
This paper outlines some conceptual foundations for the
development of a human-centered multimedia research tool t o
capture interaction data, which could be linked to users
cognitive processing. The approach is based on the notion of
multimedia interaction as content enrichment and o n
cognitive modeling methodology. Cognitive modeling, as a
methodology, has been used successfully in the area of human
computer interaction [24, 66-68], and could be expanded t o
h u m a n - c e n t e r e d m u l t i m e d i a . C o g n i t i v e modeling
methodology also shares a similar view with human-centered
computing that the analysis of interactive behavior has three
fundamental units of analysis: machines, humans, and
contexts. The latter including the team, organization, and work
environment [4]. For cognitive modeling interactive behavior
arises from the limits, mutual constraints, and interactions
between and among each member of the cognition-artifact-task
triad [66, 67]. However, cognitive modeling tends to be focus
more on the granular level of task performance and learning
rather than on the structural properties or teams and
organizations.
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